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pg. 2- Logos

Design Challenge: Create a unique logo trademark for a few 
different types of Companies. The logo’s purpose is to visually iden-
tify a company. The companies represented needed help identifying 
with their customers visually. Thus a clearly though-out and well 
designed creative logo was needed. 

Design Solution: Adobe Illustrator used to create the final 
graphical representational mark of the organization. Photoshop 
was used to create the mock ups to illustrate what the design 
would look like in real life. In order to accomplish this, A clear 
well though out creative logo had to be created and would become 
their universal recognizable company logo. The design solution was 
taken thru the design process to obtain the final designed composi-
tion shown above.
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Design Challenge: Create a personal corporate identity for 
yourself. The Corporate Identity purpose is to visually identify 
yourself with a recognizable business card, letterhead, envelope. 
Thus a clearly though-out and well designed personal corporate 
identity was created.

Design Solution: Adobe Illustrator used to create the final 
graphical representational logo mark. Adobe InDesign was used to 
create the layouts of the business card, resume’, letterhead, envelope. 
The design solution was taken thru the design process to obtain the 
final designed composition shown above.



Design Challenge: Create an typographical poster remem-
bering an historical event of our choice.  

Design Solution: The WTC 911 event was selected as the his-
torical event. Adobe Illustrator used to create final graphical repre-
sentation of the iconic historical pre 9/11 New York skyline.  
Microsoft word was used to edit all of the WTC victims names. 
Then the entire design was assembled in Adobe InDesign. Their 
names was then placed in the background to illustrate the Archi-
tects Michael Arad & Peter Walker vision of “Reflecting Absence”; 
whose design was chosen for the presently rebuilt WTC Memorial 
site. Thus creating a Typographical poster that respectfully honors 
the memories of the WTC 911 victims.  The design solution was 
taken thru the design process to obtain the final designed composi-
tion shown above.

Design Challenge: Corporate Angel Network wanted to 
raise awareness of their mission to help cancer patients gain access 
to the best possible specialized treatment available for their type of 
cancer. CAN is an organization that networks the travel arrange-
ments for cancer patients needing to travel to other areas of the 
country and be treated by their necessary specialists. CAN accom-
plishes their mission by making the flight arrangements possible 
through a network of Fortune 500 corporations already flying to 
these different locations and these patients hop the flight at no extra 
cost or inconvenience to the sponsoring company.

Design Solution: A charitable T-shirt design was chosen to 
raise awareness of the “Corporate Angel Network” organizations’ 
mission during annual fund raising events. Adobe Illustrator used 
to create the T-shirt design. Thus creating a well thought out and 
designed charitable promotional T-shirt design. The design solu-
tion was taken thru the design process to obtain the final designed 
composition shown above.



Design Challenge: A local snack manufacture was looking 
to differentiate it’s product line by introducing a new line of potato 
chips and needed the brand concept for the special type of chip is 
was going to produce. For the new chip line, the local manufacturer 
needed an identity logo, business card, two “chip bag” package 
designs (1- lg. & 1- sm.), sales advertisement sheet and customized 
sales folder.

Design Solution: Adobe Illustrator was used to create the 
new TATUMS logo and both package designs. Adobe Photoshop 
was used to create the package mockup. Adobe Indesign was used 
to create the business card, sales advertisement sheet and sales 
folder.

small bag

Large bag



Design Challenge: Redesign an existing musician CD cover 
(interior booklet and tray card); to create a new and appealing 
revision of the existing poorly designed CD cover. 504 Records was 
looking to expand their jazz enthusiasts client base and choose a 
CD cover redesign to do it. 

Design Solution: Adobe Illustrator was to create CD cover 
graphics as well as re-create 504 logo and preservation hall  
historical graphic. Adobe Photoshop was used to create the custom 
CD booklet image page panels. Indesign was used to assemble  
entire CD design. The choice of type, images, & colors was used to 
illustrate the older , classier feel that would appeal to jazz  
enthusiasts. Thus, successfully creating a new appealing CD cover 
to attract even more jazz enthusiasts to the newly designed CD.



Initial Design needing revision



Design Challenge: Design a new interesting and appealing 
Magazine Editorial Layout. The topic of the editorial piece I chose 
was titled “Highline” which originally was a blighted and deterio-
rating elevated railroad structure up until its newly green  
eco-conscience re-purpose & re-development. The Highline was a 
railroad line that ran directly through the streets of New York city 
much like that of the New Orleans Trolley cars. This elevated rail-
road tracks were first completed in 1934 and was instrumental in 
bringing tons of produce and goods into downtown Manhattan. 

Design Solution: Adobe InDesign used to create the custom 
Magazine editorial Layout. A mix of images were used to illustrate 
the progressional conditions associated with this aging structure 
that was initially scheduled for demolition. The reason alternative 
use of the structure was even considered was that demolition would 
wind up costing more than if the structure was re-purposed. The 
Highline redevelopment converted the elevated railroad tracks into 
usable green space for public use and has been quoted as the cata-
lyst of an real estate revival with in these once almost uninhabitable 
areas of New York city.  
 
 



Design Challenge: Design a new appealing quarter page 
Newspaper advertisement layout at 2 different colors for 2 different 
businesses. The 2 businesses were looking to gain exposure of their 
services to a larger demographic.

Design Solution: Adobe Illustrator was to create logo as seen 
earlier and then was used in the larger InDesign document. 
Adobe In Design used to create the custom quarter page 2 colors 
newspaper advertisement layout. The choice of creative type and 
the blue color was used to illustrate the Gameco. brand image. The 
used of text and the wooden fence picture was used to illustrate the 
A-1 Fence & Patio Co. Brand image. Thus creating a newspaper 
marketing advertisement for these 2 Companies to expose their 
services to a larger demographic and attract potential new cus-
tomer’s.. 
 

Design Challenge: Design a new interesting and appealing 
Newspaper ad series layout at 3 different scales: quarter page, half 
page, and full page layouts for a existing restaurant to run a  
newspaper ad series. The Wine Bistro restaurant was looking to 
increase their lunch time revenue stream and expose it’s dishes to 
people who normally wouldn’t dine here due to its high scale atmo-
sphere and thus grow it’s exposure to attract new potential 
customers.

Design Solution: Adobe Illustrator was to create logo as seen 
earlier and then was used in the larger InDesign document. 
Adobe InDesign used to create the custom newspaper  
advertisement series layout. A carefully selected image was used to 
illustrate the high scale brand image. Discount text was added to 
entice other sub-market participants to engage with Wine Bistro’s 
inviting atmosphere.  Thus market the Wine Bistro brand to many 
new potential client’s who would have not normally visited there 
due to the restaurants classiness. 
 
 



Design Challenge: Design a new appealing full page 
magazine advertisement layout, the new advertisement campaign 
features a series with 4 complimentary concepts. The Sailor Jerry 
Brand was looking to expand their client base and become more 
appealing to a wider demographic.

Design Solution: Adobe Illustrator was to re-create Sailor 
Jerry logo as well as background text. Adobe Photoshop was used 
to create the custom  full page Magazine Advertisement layout. The 
choice of changing type colors was used to illustrate the different 
uses for the Sailor Jerry liquor. All product photos were taken at my 
studio with my Nikon D-7000 camera . Thus, successfully creating 
a new appealing Magazine ad series for the Sailor Jerry Brand to 
expose their product to a larger demographic and attract potential 
new customer’s. 
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Design Challenge: UNO Finance & Economics Association 
needed a brand image that would connect with the current business 
and finance student population in a relevant way. UNO FEA was 
also in need of a communication channel through which they could 
connect with their chapter members and choose to do so through 
facebook. FEA was looking to expand their exposure and brand 
image to become more attractive to it’s student members. FEA was 
very proactive and took the necessary time needed to clearly iden-
tify their target market and create an action plan for their brand 
image.  
 

Design Solution: Adobe Illustrator was to create the new 
FEA logo graphic. Adobe Photoshop was used to create the custom 
Facebook header image and event Advertisements. The Design 
process was as follows: blue color choice in the Advertisement was 
selected to illustrate the business community that UNO business 
students would be entering in to. The Globe symbolizes the new 
global economy that UNO business students are being trained to 
enter.  However, for “time constraints” the Advertisement was being 
used for digital signage on the KH Vision TV circuit as well. The 6 
part Professional Speaker Advertisement series was used to attract 
students to the scheduled meetings to network with local Industry 
Leaders. 
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Design Challenge: A local nightclub was looking to re-
brand themselves into a new redefined “High Scale” Brand and 
choose to target young corporate professionals. The local nightclub 
was in needed of an entire new brand image to expand their expo-
sure and become more attractive to it’s potential new young profes-
sional clients; but in order for the local nightclub to accomplish this 
they would need to create an action plan for fully carrying out the 
new brand image.  

Design Solution: This was a 5 designer collaboration to cre-
ate the necessary logo, corp id, product packaging, restaurant & 
drink menus, table top menus, staff uniform, security badges, mag-
azine ads, Newspaper ads, exterior signage, vehicle graphics, indoor 
& exterior banner ads, billboard and digital signage ad series. The 
“BARCODE” concept was developed and chosen to connect with 
these young professionals in a way that could be received by this 
young professional demographic. Adobe Illustrator was used to cre-
ate the new barcode logo and vehicle graphics. Adobe Photoshop 
was used to create the ext. signage, indoor & exterior banner ad, 
billboard and digital signage ad series. 
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